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1. The duration of copyright as a problem

The German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer was born in the last year of the nineteenth

century, and died in the second year of the twenty-first century. According to the copyright

law of my country (which is similar to the law of many other countries), his works will fall in

public domain only in the year of 2074.

My parents were not yet alive in 1900; in fact, they were born some years after the end of

the First World War. Even so, my daughter will have to reach 92 years old in order to testify

the entering of Gadamer’s works in public domain. But, like Gadamer, Antoine de

Saint-Exupéry was also born in 1900; however, his works are already in the public domain.

This is quite odd, or at least a bit confusing.

The copyright law conciliates two essential rights: the right of the creators of intellectual

works and the right of the public to freely enjoy, after a certain amount of time, such works.

However, it seems that the copyright law was implemented in a way that produces inequality.

In general, and in many countries, the copyright subsists during “the life of the author and 70

years after the author’s death”.1 This rule creates a tremendous asymmetry between the

heirs of authors who die old (like Hans-Georg Gadamer) and the heirs of authors who die

young (like Stephen Crane and Augusto dos Anjos). Let’s forget the actual examples and

consider two imaginary persons: the author “A”, who dies aged 100, and the author “B”, who

dies at the age of 30; both had children. A son of the author “B” will hopefully live long

enough (say, 75 years) to see his father’s works enter in public domain; on the other hand,

many successive generations of the author “A” will enjoy the ownership of his works.

Considering that being alive for more time is not a merit per se, and considering that to live

more (which probably means to write more and/or to have more time to give care to the

family) is an advantage in itself, it’s hard to understand why these families must be treated so

unequally.

The current law creates inequality, but not on behalf of meritocracy. This sort of inequality is

unfair and unacceptable, and any change of the copyright duration inside the frame of the

current system would not help to correct this inequality.

1 Copyright Law of the United States, § 302: copyright.gov/title17/circ92.pdf (2016-03-27).
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2. A proposal concerning the duration of copyright

The more I think about this problem, the more I assume that it would be fairer to establish

the birth date, and not the death date, as the copyright law landmark. In a first proposal, the

duration could be of 120 years: this way, the copyright would subsist “120 years after the

author’s birth or until the author’s death, whichever expires later”.2 To establish the birth

date as the new copyright law landmark could be a manner to boost the public domain

without dramatically altering the copyright holder’s rights; and also, at the same time, a

manner to protect the author’s heirs without hurting too much the public domain. From a

practical point of view, the copyright would be extended for every author deceased before

the age of 48, which would be fair for the author’s family, and diminished for every author

deceased after the age of 49, which would be good for the public domain. The families of the

authors who die young would receive a sort of compensation to help them to endure their

early loss; and the public domain would be enriched earlier with the works of authors who

lived a very long life without imposing an unbearable sacrifice to their families.

This first proposal, which can be called “the 120 years proposal”, is very simple and can be

illustrated by the following table:

Author’s lifetime (years) Duration of copyright after

author’s decease (years)

95 25

85 35

75 45

65 55

55 65

45 75

35 85

Table 1: The 120 years proposal

2 Of course, this change alone would require many other changes in the copyright law that we don’t need to

discuss here. For instance, the copyright of a joint work would have to take as reference the birth of the younger

author; and so on.
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3. An alternative proposal concerning the duration of copyright

The “120 years proposal” is quite simple, which is a good thing. Is it possible to improve it? Is

it possible to obtain better results? I don’t know, but such questions must be permanently

present in the minds of the legislators. I have imagined an alternative proposal that may also

work, but at the cost of complicating things a bit. The alternative proposal is identical to the

first one, with a single change: the duration of the copyright would be extended in one year

for each ten years of author’s life. For instance, the duration of the copyright of the works

belonging to an author deceased with the age of 40 years or more (up to 49) would be

extended in 4 years. Although slightly more complicated, this alternative proposal could be

considered as being more balanced than the first one:

Author’s lifetime

(years)

Duration of copyright

after author’s decease

(120 years proposal)

Extra years granted by

the alternative proposal

(1 year for each 10

years)

Duration of the copyright after

author’s decease according

the alternative proposal

(years)

95 25 + 9 34

85 35 + 8 43

75 45 + 7 52

65 55 + 6 61

55 65 + 5 70

45 75 + 4 79

35 85 + 3 88

Table 2: The 120 years and the alternative proposal

4. The best proposal is yet to come?

I am not a law student, much less a copyright specialist; I don’t even know if I’m proposing

something new. I just think that the problem of the duration of copyright, as established by

the Berne Convention, can be solved in a better way; and I think that the author’s birth date

may very well constitute the new reference for the copyright law. Of course, each country

would have to adapt itself to the new landmark, and it wouldn’t be surprising to see the
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adoption of a 100 years boundary in one country while another one adopts a 125 years

boundary. There’s no easy solution for this problem, which is, by the way, only a part of a

much wider problem that includes new forms of creating and licensing intellectual works. My

goal with this proposal is just to start a debate about this particular point.
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